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Bringing up food again!       May 2011 

 

Greetings from Arawa where the sun continues to beat down between heavy 
showers and where the humidity ranges from damp and sticky to absolutely 
sodden. There appears to be roughly the same amount of moisture in the air most 
of the time, with the overall relative humidity level dropping as the temperature 
rises and rising as the temperature drops. 

Back to the important things  - food! 

    

Here are a few more exotic foods to tickle your taste buds! From left:- 

1) Wing beans – they taste just like ordinary green beans, but can be stringy if 
too mature, even more so than green beans. 

2) Gallip Nuts (similar to almonds) and the packaging one usually purchases 
them in – a banana leaf. They are quite oily and if you squeeze the one end 
the white flesh pops out of a thin skin, which is discarded. (Note they come 
in a hard outer shell that the locals seem to have acquired the skill to break 
without mashing the nut inside) Gallip nuts apparently tick all the right boxes 
as far as being a healthy food is concerned, as well as being delicious when 
lightly roasted and seasoned. (refer to comments in earlier postings) Look 
out for them! 

3) We are not sure what this is, but it looks like fresh bamboo shoots with a 
smooth tapering stalk. Inside are seeds that one breaks off and adds to 
soup. It is called “pitpit” locally. 

4) Finally the familiar “choko” as it is known in New Zealand – mild flavoured 
but a tasty complement to stews and soups 

Next it’s the root crops. There is quite a variety of these and some look like they 
might wriggle if you prodded them! 
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Starting from top left on the previous page: 

1) The long wormy plants are yam roots (with green cooking bananas and 
white kaukau - sweet potatoes) 

2) The dark “blobs” are called “singapores” locally. (In the foreground are 
clumps of raw peanuts, which are a popular-, and healthy- snack food that is 
sometimes sold raw or boiled, and in the background are green coconuts 
de-husked for sale as a drink (kulau). Note the biodegradable 
environmentally friendly containers! 

3) Next comes taro, which has some interesting shapes; 
4) And, on this page, another variety of yam (again note the biodegradable 

natural packaging whipped up from a palm frond); 
5) A variation on singapores (between bundles of “greens” that look like choko 

tips); 
6) And white and purple kaukau in their disposable palm baskets. 

These are all mostly boiled to produce a starchy potato-like filler, but none appear 
have much flavour to spoiled Westerners – although the locals have their 
favourites. 

 Back to the mountains 

Having only got just past the village of Pavaere the previous Sunday, Tony decided 
that he wanted to go further up the adjacent mountains this Sunday, and without 
too much persuasion, Murray, Virginia and I decided to accompany him. This time 
he had organised a Landcruiser to take us up the bumpy road to the village at 
7.00am, so as to make more use of the cooler early morning hours (pity it wasn’t 
5.00am!) Rosie, anticipating a muddy, steep slippery track had bowed out – her 
walking boots unfortunately do not grip very well. 

When I tried to take my first photograph I found that my Panasonic Ultra zoom 
camera had seized up and would only take one size picture. None of the controls 
apart from the shutter button and on/off switch would work and the focus appeared 
fixed at infinity. Even the viewfinder was blank, but the screen at the back did work, 
so I was able to take some pictures –including a short video clip. Non-the-less it 
cast a bit of a pall over the early part of the walk! 

Why did it pack up? I had carried it around my neck the previous weekend and it 
had worked perfectly. Upon my return to home I had downloaded the pictures and 
returned it to its sealed container with silica gel capsules. However I suspect that it 
didn’t like being carried against a wet sweaty shirt and salty water had condensed 
on the internal circuit boards, upsetting the works. I had checked but there had 
been no obvious moisture on the back of the camera so had assumed it to be OK.  
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I removed the back of the camera the evening after this second walk and, apart 
from some white specs on one of the circuit boards, all looked well, so I swabbed it 
down with an alcohol swab and reassembled it – but it still didn’t work!  I am 
contemplating trying to swill out the circuits using clean rainwater as a last 
desperate resort (after removing the battery and memory card) and drying it very 
carefully before trying again – I suppose nothing ventured nothing gained and it is 
most unlikely that anyone will be able to repair it otherwise– they are so complex I 
would soon rack up a bill more than the cost of a replacement, with no guarantee 
of success! So it looks like the rest of my photos on this assignment will be taken 
on the small Canon underwater camera – still a good little machine but not quite so 
versatile – and moisture on the circuit boards should not be a problem with a bit of 
care! 

We had picked up a young woman on the 
way up and managed to arrange the 
services of a young man and a boy in the 
village to guide us up into the mountains, 
so we set off up the track towards the 
knob in the centre of this picture in partly 
cloudy and humid –but not particularly hot 
- conditions. Nevertheless it wasn’t long 
before the three white men were sweating 
profusely (by the end of the trip Murray 
looked like he had just stepped out of the 
shower – fully clothed, and Tony and I 
weren’t much better. Norah seemed less so 
and Virginia even less so, but our native 
guides barely raised a glow. A few oranges 
picked along the way provided enough water 
for them – but for the four “waitpela” it was 
regular swigs from water bottles and much 
wiping of sweated brows! I now add a bit of 
salt and sugar to my water bottles and that 
seems to help replace some of the salts lost 
with the perspiration and helps keeps me 
going. The vegetation, as ever, was lush and 
profuse, but the path was reasonably well defined and not especially slippery or 
precipitous. We climbed pretty well straight up the mountain until we reached the 
cliffs just below the summit, and sidled around these onto the ridge between a 
couple of “knobs”. Our guides attempted to climb one but decided it was too 
difficult and we headed along the ridge to the next cliff face, which extended some 
way below us. After finding our way down to near the bottom, struggling around for 
some distance and looking at the height we would have to climb to get to the top 
we bowed out and headed back to the ridge.  

I checked my watch for the time – but it wasn’t 
there! The second misadventure of the day! It was 
beginning to look like a particularly costly walk! I’d 
remembered taking my pack off at a certain place 
on the ridge and thought I might have hooked it off 
there with the shoulder strap, so on the way back I 
stopped to check the surrounding bushes. On my 
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third pass, when I was just about to give up I spotted it in a depression under some 
ferns! The pin at one end of the strap had come out but was still there and 
undamaged. It was with considerable relief that I safely stowed it away for later 
repairs – having to put my glasses on to read the time on my cell-phone is 
considerably more inconvenient than glancing at my traditional style analogue 
watch face! 

Anyway while all this searching was going on our trusty guide had found a liana 
hanging from a tree, cut a long length with his ever-present machete, and shinned 
up a smooth rock face dragging the liana with him to fix it to a small tree, for us to 
use to negotiate the smooth surface. We all then followed them up onto the hilltop, 
to some spectacular views.  

 

   

The left hand picture looks out over Arawa 
and the right hand one looks inland over 
the other side of the ridge towards 
Panguna. The panorama recorded 
separately as a video on the blogg posting 
front page gives a better overall scenic 
impression. After a bit of rest and 
recovery – and enjoyment of the site and 
some dry biscuits, we safely did the 
Tarzan thing with the liana and wended 
our weary ways back to the village – and on to Arawa, 1.5 hrs further walk away 
along the road, arriving home about 2pm, with no rain this time to turn us into 
completely bedraggled rats! We were lucky again with the weather – not really as 
baking hot as it can get! 

 Arawa goings-on 

We experienced probably the biggest earthquake this week since arriving in PNG 
– but it was a slow gentle rocking one that just kept going – magnitude 6.5 - but 
about 120km to the West of Bougainville on the other side of the island from us. 
There is a very deep channel South West of Bougainville that appears to be where 
the tectonic plates rub up against each other, so we are roughly 100km way from 
where the real action usually is! 

Last week a land summit was held for three days in Arawa for representatives 
from all aorund Bougainville to discuss land issues, of which there are many. A lot 
of these are clearly impeding progress in the development of Bougainville as a 
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country. Sarah a VSA volunteer based in Buka has been beavering for over a year 
against all sorts of odds to get the seminar to take place, and that it finally came 
together appears to be largely attributable to her efforts and tenacity.  

Unfortunately the three days set aside were insufficient to produce any resolutions, 
but it helped define the problems and clear the air with sometimes heated 
discussions. Follow-up meetings are scheduled to analyse the records of the 
summit and set in motion further workshops and group activities to work through 
the issues. Clearly there is going to have to be a  lengthy process but at least the 
summit set the ball rolling. I hope those involved are motivated and patient enough 
to see it through. Uncertainties about who the land really belongs to, who can 
make decisions on behalf of the owners, succession rules and the like, make it 
very difficult for say a mining company or business enterprise to invest in a 
particular piece of land without considerable risk of losing it all in some unexpected 
dispute. It’s hardly surprising that there has been little progress since the end of the 
Crisis nearly 15 years ago.  

Sarah finishes her assignment in a couple of months so it will be over to the locals 
to see it through, but she must be well satisfied with her contribution. 

World Vision has opened an office in Arawa and is undertaking a WASH 
programme to assist village communities to secure safe water supplies and install 
ventilated pit toilets – similar to what we were involved in in Kimbe. Funding this 
time I believe is through NZ aid, rather than the European Union as was the case 
in Kimbe but the programme seems very similar, with the community expected to 
find 10%of the material costs and do most of the physical work – to encourage a 
sense of ownership and provide the skills for on-going maintenance. 

The Arawa Urban Council has managed to access a small amount of funding to 
get started with replacing the leaky service lines from the mains to each house with 
plastic pipe- I have ordered the necessary fittings for two lines from a supplier in 
Rabaul and will use these to train the local crew on how to install plastic pipes and 
make sure we have the right fittings, after they arrive. After that progress will be 
limited by money and resources ,but there appears to be sufficient funding to do 
about 25 service lines, which is a good start. 

Cholera has emerged to the North of Buka Island. 
With three deaths out of more than 500 cases, the 
local health people have done a good job in helping 
those who contracted the disease. However the 
implication is that it is only a matter of time before it 
shows up in Arawa. I have been asked to join an 
action team to work on educating people on how to 
avoid getting and spreading the disease, and how to 
deal with outbreaks, on the basis of a couple of 
posters I prepared as a suggestion. I did need a bit 
of help in getting the Tokpisin straight! 

VSA has kindly given us Cholera Vaccine – so we should cope! 

 

CHOLERA AWARENESS CAMPAIGN 2011 

  POSTER BY: D.HALL 
  VSA 

YU KAIKAIM O DRINGIM LIKLIK TRU 
PEKPEK KAMAP LONG SIK 
MANMERI YU KEN KISIM SIK 
KOLERA NA ARAPELA SIK! 
 

 

 

LONG KLIN WARA WANTAIN SOAP NA 
DRAIM HAN TAIM YU: 

1) KUKIM KAIKAI 
2) KAIKAIM KAIKAI 
3) PUTIM HAN LONG MAUS 


